
MOTIVATION AND EMOTION

Lesson 1: Introduction to Motivation and Its Historical Perspective



Learning Outcomes

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to:

🞑 Define the meaning of motivation

🞑 Explain the categories of internal motives

🞑 Differentiate external event, social contexts and influence in motivation

🞑 Explain about grand theories, mini theories and contemporary era

🞑 Compare Sigmund Freud’s drive theory with Hull’s drive theory



What made you get out of bed this morning?

Eg: To find money

- a motivation for

human c



What is motivation?



1.1 Definition

• refers to the internal processes that give behavior its 

energy, direction, and persistence.

• Energy = behavior has strength that it is relatively strong

• Direction = behavior has purpose that it is guided toward a 

particular goal

• Persistence = behavior has endurance that it sustains itself over

time and across different situations

•

by noticing their behaviour.



•

•

Mybe:

-hungry

-angry/tantrum



1) Internal Motives 

•

•

Three Categories of Internal Motives

need cogntion emition

Internal Motives

For baby:

Hunger+thirsty is a need

Hungry + Thirsty motivates her to cry

And stratify her needs

For adult having cognition making

These teenager want to achieve of good

grades

Emotions- feeling – arousal

Arousal is the intensity of the feeling.



2) Internal Motives 

•

•

Three Categories of Internal Motives



3) External events

•

The Antecedent Conditions



Motivation vs Influence

•

•

•

•

•

•



Expressions of Motivation

•



1) Behaviour

*Waiting time

*Choose the best one



OK, let's put.

Steven Steven want to Flirt with Susie.

1- effort.

The effort is that when steven keep giving the flowers to the Susan. So here we see in effort behavior.

2-persistent, 

Steven giving flower to Susan is what we call persistent.

3- latency is.

The time when Steven waiting Susan to accept his heart. He is waiting –it is the latency/\.

4-choice 

Steven choose to keep uh giving flower to Susie.(instead of stop giving)

5- probability of response 

Steven will not give up, how many times Stevens will keep giving the flower to Susan?

6- Facial expressions is for a well known facial expression is when you are, uh like someone or you love 

someone.

So the fish is fishing with.

We obviously should, like keep smiling.

You keep smiling and then you your eyes are bigger.

OK, your eyes are we good and usual.

So and then the body gesture also will show how you express your emotion.

Also, your motivation to keep being with someone you like it's it's.



2) Engagement

Four Interrelated Aspects of 
Engagement



3) Psychophysiology



4) Brain Activations

•

•

•

•



5) Self-Report

•

Example: An interviewer might assess anxiety by asking

“how anxious the interviewee feels in particular setting”
or

the interviewee reports anxiety-related symptoms 
such as an upset stomach or thoughts of failure.



➢ The First Grand Theory: Will

➢ The Second Grand Theory: Instinct

➢ The Third Grand Theory: Drive

➢ The Fourth Grand Theory: Incentive, Arousal, Discrepancy

Rise of the Mini-theories

Contemporary Era

•

•
Freud’s Drive Theory 

Hull’s Drive Theory

•

•

•

The Active Nature of the Person 

The Cognitive Revolution

Applied Socially Relevant Research

Philosophical Origins of Motivational Concepts



Grand Theories of Motivation

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, pp. 30-36)

Ancient philosophers 

understood motivation 

within two themes:

➢

➢ primitive, impulsive, 

biological, and 

reactive (i.e., bodily 

desires).

good, rational, 

immaterial, and

active (i.e., the will)

Physiological analysis of 

motivation by focusing on 

the mechanistic.

The appeal of instinct 

doctrine was its ability to 

explain unlearned 

behaviour that had energy 

and purpose

(i.e., goal-directed 

biological impulses).

Behaviour is motivated 

to the extent that it 

served the needs of the 

organism and restores a 

biological homeostasis.

Your body does not 

want to be thirsty, 

hungry, in pain, or horny 

etc.

All-encompassing theories that seek to explain the full range of motivated 

action - why we eat, drink, work, play, compete, fear certain things, read, fall in 

love, and so on.

Will Instinct Drive



Freud's Drive Theory

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, Figure 2.1, p. 34)

A bodily deficit 

occurs

(e.g., blood 

sugar drops & a 

sense of hunger 

emerges).

The intensity of 

the bodily deficit 

grows & 

emerges into 

consciousness 

as a 

psychological 

discomfort, 

which is anxiety.

Seeking to 

reduce anxiety 

& satisfy the 

bodily deficit, 

the person 

searches out & 

consumes a 

need satisfying 

environmental 

object (e.g., 

food).

If the 

environmental 

object 

successfully 

satisfies the 

bodily deficit, 

satisfaction 

occurs & quiets 

anxiety, at least 

for a period of 

time.

Drive’s

Source

Drive’s

Impetus

Drive’s  

Object

Drive’s

Aim



Hull's Drive Theory

E = H x D x K
s r s r

strength
of 

behaviour

strength  
of 
habit

drive incentive

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, p. 35)



Decline of grand theories of 
motivation

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, pp. 36-37)

Will Instinct Drive

The philosophical 

study of the will 

turned out to be a 

dead end that 

explained very little 

about motivation; it 

raised more 

questions than it 

answered.

The physiological 

study of the instinct 

proved to be an 

intellectual dead 

end as well; it 

became clear that 

“naming is not 

explaining”.

Overly limited in scope. 

With its rejection came 

disillusionment with 

grand theories in 

general, though several 

additional grand 

motivational principles 

emerged with some 

success, including 

incentive and arousal.



Post-drive theory years

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, pp. 37-38)

Second,
motivation turned 

decidedly 
cognitive and 

somewhat 
humanistic.

First,
motivation study rejected 

its commitment to a 
passive view of human 
nature and adopted a 

more active portrayal of 
human beings.

Third,
the field focused on 
applied, socially 

relevant problems.



Rise of the mini-theories

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, p. 39)

1. Motivational phenomenon

(e.g.., achievement motivation, the flow experience)

2. Special motivational circumstances

(e.g., failure feedback, role models)

3. Theoretical questions

(e.g., what is the relationship btw cognition & emotion?)

Unlike grand 

theories

that try to explain 

the full range of 

motivation,

mini-theories  

limit

their attention:



Abbreviated list of mini-theories

Achievement motivation theory (Atkinson, 1964)

Attributional theory of achievement motivation (Weiner, 1972)

Cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) 

Effectance motivation (White, 1959; Harter, 1978a) 

Expectancy x value theory (Vroom, 1964)

Goal-setting theory (Locke, 1968)

Intrinsic motivation (Deci, 1975)

Learned helplessness theory (Seligman, 1975)

Reactance theory (Brehm, 1966) 

Self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1977) 

Self-schemas (Markus, 1977)

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, p. 39)



Relationship of motivation study to psychology’s areas 

specialisation

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, Figure 2.3, p. 42)

Social

Industri 

al/Organ  

isational

Develop

-mental

Educat-  

ional

Person-  

ality

Cognit-  

ive

Clinical
Physio-  

logical
Health

Counsel

-ing

Domain-specific answers to 

core questions:

▪ What causes behaviour?

▪Why does behaviour vary 

in its intensity?

Motivation 

study in the 

21st century is 

populated by 

multiple 

perspectives 

and multiple 

voices, all of 

which 

contribute a 

different piece 

to the puzzle 

of motivation 

and emotion 

study



The many voices in motivation study

Based on Reeve (2015, Ch 2, p. 46)

●

●

Behaviour is 

energised and 

directed by a 

multitude of multi- 

level and co-acting 

influences.

Most motivational 

states need to be) 

understood at 

multiple levels - from 

a neurological level, a 

cognitive level, a 

social level, and so 

on.

P E R s P E C T Iv E : Motives emerge from…

BEHavIOURaL 

NEUROLOGICaL 

PHYsIOLOGICaL 

C OGNITIvE 

S OCIaL-COGNITIvE

C ULTURaL

EvOLUTIONaRY

HUMaNIsTIC

PsYCHOaNaLYTICaL

Environmental incentives 

Brain activations 

Hormonal activity

Mental events and thoughts 

Ways of thinking guided

by exposure to other people

Groups, organisations, and 

nations

Genes and genetic 

endowment

Encouraging the human 

potential

Unconscious mental life



THANK YOU



Class activity

•

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGGUvaOMtoM

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGGUvaOMtoM


Now, lets test your understanding of the expression of motivation (behavior)

https://youtu.be/FaoevMkMu1M

Find example of 7 
behavioural expression 
from this video !

https://youtu.be/FaoevMkMu1M
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